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Abstract 
The problem is to devise a system of pre-setting the ink keys 
of a sheet-fed offset press in order to save make-ready time. A pre-
liminary experiment is run to establish and identif'y the correlation 
between the information obtained from visually scanning the plates 
• 
and the ink key dial settings. The test involves a control group and 
a test group making press runs to see if pre-setting the ink keys can 
save time. 
The results show that such an idea is possible. The prelimin--
ary experiment establishes a positive correlation between the two vari-
abIes and test group press-run times are significantly less than con-
trol group's times. 
The study indicates that further research involving ink key 
settings and ink distribution would be useful. 
Abstract approved: Julius Silver thesis advisor 
------------------------Clifton T. Frazier ,technical advisor 
___ 11_1 e_9_i b_1 e ___ , ti tIe and department 
___ II_I e_9_i_b_1 e ___ ,da te 
INTRODUCTION
The observation was made that pressmen adjust the ink keys by
trial and error. Experience and familiarity with a particular press
seemed to dictate the success of the method. Through experience with
a given press, the pressman develops a "feel", for adjusting the ink
keys. A pressman with little experience, working on a new press, takes
more time to set-up his press than a pressman working on a press he has
run for several years .
It was also observed that some jobs took less time to set-up
than others depending upon the plate. The factor here is the types of
images and their arrangement on the plate .
The idea occurred that there must be some way to indicate ink
key positions and to relate the positions to plate ink requirements. A
method of visually scanning the plates as well as dials on the ink keys
would be needed .
CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem is to devise a system of pre-setting the ink keys
of a small sheet-fed offset press to save make-ready time. It is be-
lieved that information on how to pre-set the ink keys can be obtained
from the plates to be run. One way of doing this is to develop a
special ability through experience. The way which is proposed by this
study involves visually scanning the plate through a grid-screen. The
grid-screen is made of clear plastic with horizontal and vertical
lines .
The ink distribution system on a sheet-fed offset press has
four main types of rollers . The ink fountain roller picks up ink,
from the ink fountain, of a thickness dependent upon the amount of
space between the fountain roller and the blade of the fountain. The
ducting roller picks up a small, relatively thick strip of ink from
the ink fountain roller, then moves and deposits the ink onto the next
roller- The oscillating rollers move back and forth along a horizontal
axis as they turn. Their function is to distribute the thick strip of
ink on the ducting roller to a thin film on the form rollers . They
also prevent ridges of ink from forming on the other rollers. The
form rollers deposit the ink onto the image areas of the plate.
Hull states that there are six important reasons for uneven
ink distribution. They are: ghosting, starvation, across-the-press
'variation, sheet take-off, variation caused by the ductor, and drift
with time .
Ghosting occurs when an image from another part of the plate
appears as a less dense image within a solid image. It occurs because
the ink, which was removed from the form roller by the repeating image,
was not completely replaced before the form roller inked the solid
where the ghost appeared.
Starvation is a type of ghosting where a solid across the
sheet has less density in a portion because of ink demands of an image
or images above the less dense portion. Across-the-press variation
refers to ink thickness variations across the form rollers and the re
sultant ink density variations across the press sheet.
Sheet take-off or roll-off involves ink density variations in
the sheet from the gripper edge to the tail. The amount of ink which
is picked up by the ducting roller is controlled by the ductor setting.
Therefore, changes in the setting affect the overall amount of ink
delivered to the plate. Variations caused by the ductor are overall
changes in ink density on the press sheet.
Drift with time refers to changes that occur as time passes .
Some of the factors involved here are: water balance, ink temperature,
room temperature, and humidity.
It is the across-the-press variation that will be studied in
this project. In another article Hull states that the across-the-
press distribution is a balance between key settings, ink take-off on
*
the form rollers, and the vibration.
Although adjustments to the ink keys affect all six factors
mentioned, the across-the-press variation is affected most by these
adjustments. Ghosting can be better controlled by placing an oscillat
ing roller in contact with the form roller that is causing it. Another
possible solution is to replace one of the rollers involved with a
tt*
roller of a slightly different diameter. Starvation can be better
controlled by placing oscillating rollers in -contact with all of the
form rollers. Sheet take-off variation is caused mainly by press de
sign and therefore is not a factor in this study. Variation caused by
the ductor will be controlled by maintaining the same setting. Drift
with time is not a factor in this study because the press runs will be
tttttt
short.
There are an infinite number of plate image areas . Since image
areas can be arranged on a plate in an infinite number of ways, and
image area ink requirements vary, then control of the across-the-press
variation is needed. The ink distribution keys serve this purpose.
The keys also help to compensate for minor defects in the rollers,
roller alignment and so forth. Simply stated by Hull, the purpose of
the ink fountain is to deliver various amounts of ink, across the form
Vibration, here, refers to the oscillating rollers not in con
tact with the form rollers. Technical Association of the Graphic Arts,
TAGA Proceedings (n.p., 1968), p. 304.
tt*
Starvation generally involves an area which is less than the
distance between ink keys. Therefore, it can not be effectively con
trolled by them.
tt**
Less than 400 impressions per run.
orollers, in amounts proportional to that used by the form.
'
Adjustments to the ink keys are done during the make -ready
portion of the press run. The problem Is to devise a system of pre
setting the ink distribution keys to save make-ready time. It is often
the case that the experienced pressman can visually scan the plate and
adjust the ink keys to a point where little further adjustment is need
ed. He is able to do this based upon his experience with many plates
and with the ink keys of his press . He has developed a special
"feel"
for adjusting the ink keys. It is believed that through the use of a
grid-screen, the visual scanning of plates can be made to be more sys
tematic. Through the use of dials, on the ink keys, adjustment can be
made by sight rather than by feel. The two methods described are simi
lar except that in the method proposed by this study, experience is not
the basic requirement.
If a pressman can save make-ready time he saves in several
ways. There will be less stock waste and use of less ink. There will
also be increased production output of manpower and equipment.
There are at least three press manufacturing companies,
(Miller, MGD, and Harris) marketing sheet-fed offset presses with de-
vices/controls that are aimed at ink distribution control. The auto
matic ink controls are only available on a limited number of presses,
however. The printing industry still includes a large number of small
printing companies . These small companies cannot afford to buy presses
with automatic ink controls. Harris-Intertype offers computer control
of the inking system on several press models, but small printers could
not justify such equipment.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER I
Harry H. Hull, Controlling Ink Distribution in Lithography and
Letterpress (n.p., [1972] ), p. 2.
^Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, TAGA Proceedings
(n.p., 1968), p. 306.
Roger Ynostroza, "Remote Control of Ink Fountains on Sheetfed
Offset," Graphic Arts Monthly 45 (May 1973): 64-69.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The Miller Printing Machinery Company was one of the first to
introduce a press with automated ink controls. In June, 1969, at a
trade show. Miller demonstrated its RC Master*Console for the TP38-
25X38 multi-color perfector press.
The console features are: inspection table, 34 switches that
correspond to fountain keys, motorized control of fountain sweep and
self-testing printed circuits. On the press, Miller replaced its reg
ular ink key. thumb screws (in pairs) with small electro-mechanical mod
ules. The modules have four solenoids, each of which engage ratchet
wheels. The modules can be manually adjusted and are easily removed
for cleaning or repair. They still use conventional fountains with one
piece blades .
The solenoids are indexed from the master console in increments
of one ratchet wheel gear- tooth over a range of two revolutions . Each
ratchet wheel has 48 teeth which gives the unit 96 increments . Ink
key movements can be made in increments of 0.000145 of an inch from
0.000145 of an inch to 0.0014 of an inch fully opened. The console has
a separate dial for each inking unit by which the pressman can increase
or decrease the sweep for each press revolution. The only control for
the ducting rollers is at the press.
This system would certainly save a lot of walking on the part
of the pressman. However, it has no memory, no visual display of ad
justments, and no computer. It only does mechanically what is normally
done manually. It does not answer the question of how to pre-set the
ink keys .
Miehle Division of MGD Graphic Systems is another press company
to offer automated ink control. It is available on Miehle multicolor
60 inch, 77 inch, and 78 inch sheet-fed presse's. The unit features
specially built inking units with segmented ink fountain blade adjust
ments. On the press, a series of clutch-activated blade adjusters re
place the fountain keys . The blade is made of spring steel specially
cut into a series of flap-like segments. Ink fountain controls have
pointers and dials to indicate adjustments .
All adjustments" of ink settings made from the console are
shown on a digital display unit. However, as a new adjustment is made
the old display is erased. Adjustments can be made in increments of
0.000125 of an inch from 0.000125 of an inch to 0.028 of an inch, a
total of 220 increments . Fountain sweep can be controlled from the
console. Ducting can also be controlled from the console in three
modes . Another good feature is the
"all-in"
control which returns the
entire ink fountain to a base position.
This system has more control from the console than the Miller
system does. However, it still is only saving steps for the press
crew. The unit has adjustments displayed, but no memory. It does not
answer the question of how to pre-set the ink keys.
Goss Division of MGD Graphic Systems is working on a computer-
. 1
based system called PCS (Press Control System). The system has a
Printed Area Reader which scans page negatives column-by-column. The
required volume of ink per column is computed from these readings and
converted into ink injector settings. This system is currently in use
with a Goss Metro-Offset press at the Appleton Post-Crescent in Apple-
ton, Wisconsin. PSC is limited, at least for the present, to newspaper
presses.
Harris-Intertype offers a system called Automated Color Control
for some of their presses . It features an inspection table with remote
key actuators, on-press gated densitometers, central processing com
puter, and a teletype.
On the press, there is a motor in each actuator which replaces
ink fountain keys. The blade is one piece construction and not seg
mented .
A cathode ray tube (CRT) at the console displays the amount
each key is adjusted in 0.0002 of an inch increments. There is a zero
ing provision and any actuator can be adjusted. Manual adjustments are
possible and are recorded on the CRT. Fountain sweep can also be con
trolled at the console .
The on-press gated densitometer can have up to 11 sensor heads .
Readings are taken during the press run by exposing three color bars to
a sensor head by flashing lights. This helps to hold correct settings
while the press is running. It is also coupled to a computer and ad
justments are made based upon prearranged parameters in closed-loop
10
operation .
The logging unit is the most important in comparison to the
proposed topic. It compiles and outputs a detailed report of produc
tion data which is used for cost estimating. It also records ink blade
settings which can be used in case of a re -run and to adjust the pre
arranged parameters .
In the case of a re-run this system would be pre-setting the
ink fountain keys . After blade settings of a number of runs are com
piled, fairly accurate guesses could be made about blade settings for
new jobs. The main drawback is that only users of this system would
have this information. The small printer still can not accurately pre
set his ink keys .
Crabtree-Vickers , another press company, reported that it Is
thinking of densitometers on-press with direct computer feedback linked
2
to press controls. This is similar to the proposed topic, especially
the idea of feedback. Feedback plays an important part in determining
settings for ink keys.
3
Walenski offers his ideas as to the variables in ink feed.
The variables include ink fountain supply, temperature of rollers, ink
additives during press run, and type of stock. He recommends that the
ink fountain be kept near full because a filled ink fountain is able to
press more ink between blade and ductor roller than an almost empty
fountain. Warm rollers make ink softer and more liquid and should not
be overlooked. Additives to the ink during press run may change ink
color, and therefore change densitometer readings.
11
Walenski also lists variables to consider when using a densito
meter. The variables include the choice of correct filter, calibration
of instrument, maintaining same time of measurement from taking sheet
from press to actual measurement, and the support upon which the sheet
is placed for measurement. It is important to realize that the same
densitometer must be used.
Hull, who works for GATF, wrote a report titled "Controlling
Ink Distribution in Lithography and Letterpress". The study is in
volved with color variation across the sheet, along the sheet, and from
sheet-to-sheet. It confronts many problems that are common to this
thesis study. The main difference between the two is that Hull's study
is involved with variations during the press run; and our study is in
volved with the make-ready portion of the press run and pre-setting the
ink keys .
In another study by Hull, he offers a good suggestion. It is
somewhat contradictory to
Walenski'
s idea, but is more appropriate for
this study. He recommends using a small amount of ink in the fountain
and frequently adding a little to maintain a relative amount. By doing
this, it will help to keep constant the amount of ink which is passed
between the blade and ink fountain roller. It will also help to con
trol the problem of water in the ink fountain.
Olinghouse wrote an article titled "Eight Plus Eight Steps to
Perfect Presswork". He discusses sixteen steps that he feels are nec
essary for press make-ready. His important point is that a pressman
should use the same steps, in the same order, each time he does make
ready.
12
The Miller Printing Machinery Company indicates that their
standard press as well as an automated control press has pointers and
dials. Ynostroza states that the primary
advantage- of replacing sub-
7
jective decisions with digits is said to be repeatability. This goes
directly to the heart of the hypothesis, which is that the pre-setting
of ink fountain keys mil save time in make-ready. It is through the
repeatability of the digital ink key settings, and a better understand
ing of the plate's requirements, that this is Relieved possible.
13
19.
68-70,
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER II
"Press Accessories," Publishers Auxiliary 108 (10 Jan. 1973):
2
"Something for the Future," British Printer 86 (June 1973):
3Walenski, 21: 16-17.
4
Hull , Controlling Ink Distribution, pp . 1-7 .
5
Technical Association of the Graphic Arts, TAGA Proceedings
(n.p., 1968), p. 306.
Lane Olinghouse, "Eight Plus Eight Steps to Perfect Press-
work,"
Modern Lithography 41 (Feb. 1973): 24-26.
7
Ynostroza, 45: 66.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Test Conditions
The problem, as previously stated, involved the pre-setting of
the ink distribution keys of an AB Dick offset press, before the plate
was inked. The following test conditions were 'used in this study.
The plates used in the preliminary experiment and the test
were Enco N-2 plates. All the plates were exposed as recommended by
the manufacturer, to a solid step number four using a step tablet. For
the test, two plates were made from each of eight plate negatives. One
plate was used in the test group and the other plate, with the same
image, was used in the control group.
The fountain solution used was
"Aplus"
gum solution, 14 degree
baum by the Anchor Chemical Co., Inc. The solution comes ready-mixed,
so it was used directly from the bottle. The control of the fountain
solution was not a problem in this study. The fountain solution was
kept at the same setting for all 21 press runs (5 in the preliminary
experiment and 16 in the test). There were no signs of too little wa
ter (plate scumming) or too much water (damp stock, delivery trouble).
An AB Dick 360 press with chain delivery was used and run at
its slowest speed for all 21 press runs. The stock, "Liquotype", was a
60 pound paper coated on both sides and 8.5 inches by 11 inches. The
*Nepoosa - Edwards Paper Co,
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ink used was super x-set black, stock number 17840, dated 10 Oct. 1972,
and manufactured by the Ron Ink Co. A MacBeth densitometer was used to
take all the readings .
Press runs of the same image (test group and control group)
were run one after the other, with no more than 46 minutes between the
start of the first and the end of the second. A coin was flipped three
times to determine which way the plate was run first. If two heads re
sulted, the first plate was run pre-setting the ink keys based upon in-
formation obtained by placing a visual scanning device over the plate.
If two tails resulted, the first plate was run without pre-setting.
Before the press was run for the test, the following things
were done: paper feeding system set up and adjusted, delivery system
adjusted, ink placed In the fountain, dials placed on the keys, the
rollers were inked up, and the fountain solution was added.
The following steps were used, in order, for every press run of
the test:
1. Return ink keys to base position
2. Check paper and add if necessary
3. Check ink fountain and add ink if necessary
y y,
4. Flip coin to determine if pre-setting is first
5. Record starting time
6. If pre-setting - use scanning device and adjust keys
7 . Mount the plate
tt
The scanning device was made of clear plastic with horizontal
and vertical lines. See p. 18 for a detailed discussion.
**Coin was not flipped for the second rui of the same image .
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8. Ink plate and transfer image to blanket
9. Print and take readings of bar on densitometer (see
page 21)
10. Adjust ink keys, print and take readings
11. Repeat step number ten until densitometer readings are be
tween 1.20 and 1.60 with a sheet variation of .10 or less
12. Record finishing time
The Preliminary Work
The press run could not be made until certain data were col
lected. It was necessary, in order to collect the data, to devise a
system to show key movements using dials on the ink keys. Movements of
the keys could then be related to numbers on the dials . The dials were
constructed, on adhesive -backed paper using drafting equipment. Each
dial was constructed from a seven-sixteenth inch circle and marked at
30 degree intervals to give 12 numbers . Care was taken in the drawing
to insure that the dials were accurately made. Dial readings were
taken from the top, vertical position of the dial (see figure l).
The first test involved measuring blade-to-fountain-roller dis
tances of the test press with feeler gauges. It was originally believ
ed that dial movements could be correlated with blade-to-fountain-
roller distances. It was not possible to establish a correlation be
cause of the coarseness of the threads on the Ink keys and the radial
variations in the fountain roller. Despite these problems, it was
possible to set the blade -to-fountain-roller distance almost equal
across the fountain. A blade-to-fountain-roller distance of 0.0015 of
17
o
Figure 1. Ink Key Dial - Dial in zero position, shown
eight times actual size. Below it, dial shown actual size.
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an inch was used as the base position. The dials were carefully placed
on the keys to read zero after the 0.0015 of an inch base position was
set.
A Scanning Device
The visual scanning of the plate was done through a clear plas
tic sheet with horizontal and vertical lines and is referred to as a
grid-screen. The grid-screen design was limited by the size of the
plate and the number and spacing of the keys . . The ink fountain of the
AB Dick 360 press has 13 keys. The horizontal and vertical lines must
be evenly spaced in order to get all of the rectangles, formed by the
lines, equal. A vertical line could not fall directly under any key
because meaningful adjustment of that key would be impossible. Within
these limitations, two designs were developed. Both designs were test
ed to determine which one was better -
The grid-screens were made a little larger than the image area
of the plates, in this case 11 inches by 14 inches. One grid has 12
vertical lines spaced .846 of an inch apart. They were arranged so
that each line is midway between two keys . There were seven horizontal
lines, spaced 1.75 inches apart, to evenly divide the 14 inch length
(see figure 2). The second grid-screen was made with the same horizon
tal line arrangement, and half as many vertical lines spaced 1.692
inches apart.
The grid-screen was used as follows: the image areas on the
plate were estimated in percentages and these percentages were assigned
numerical values. The numeric values were in the same proportions as
19
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Figure 2. Grid-Screen Design - shown half size
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the same percentages and were used to make the addition simple. For a
given plate area, the proportion of image area to non- image area was
estimated in terms of the percentage of image area. Text images were
assumed to have 25 percent image or a numeric value of one. The ex
ception to this was bold face text images, which were assumed to have
62.5 percent image or a numeric value of 2.5. Solid images were as
sumed to have 100 percent image or a numeric value of four. Since
halftone images vary from a 5 percent dot to a 05 percent dot, numeric
values varied correspondingly. A 5 percent dot was given a value of
zero and a 95 percent dot was given a value of four. With the grid-
screen placed over the plate, a numeric value was determined for each
rectangle. The determined value of each rectangle in a column was
added together, - and. the total was used, to adjust, the corresponding ink
key. These column values will be referred to as grid readings; and the
process of deriving these values will be referred to as taking grid
readings. A preliminary experiment, described next, was made in order
to correlate numeric grid readings with ink key movements .
The Preliminary Experiment
The purpose of the preliminary experiment v/as to establish a
correlation between dial settings of the ink keys and grid readings of
4f
The type size of text images varies, but the number of lines of
type per inch also varies. It was assumed that the amount of ink used
by a large type size is approximately equal to the amount of ink used
by a small type size; because there are more lines per inch of the small
type size. In text image areas, the proportion of image area to non-
image area remains approximately the same regardless of the type size.
tttt
These numeric values were used to keep the addition simple.
The actual numeric values would be .2 for 5 percent and 3.8 for 95 per
cent.
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a given plate. Pre-setting the ink keys based upon grid readings re
quires a knowledge of the relationship between the dial settings and
the readings. Does a column total of 12 require- a dial setting of -3,
3 or something in between?
A number of different plate layouts were needed for the test.
In order to insure that the layouts selected were varied, they were
grouped into four classes. The classes are as follows: full page
text, text and one halftone, text and two halftones, and a full page
halftone. Three different layouts were made for each class, for a
total of 12.
The experimental work for this study Involved a preliminary
experiment and a test of the hypothesis. The preliminary experiment
consisted of running the AB Dick 360 press with four different plates.
One layout from each of the four classes listed above, -was used to
make the plates. The four plates and the order in which they were run
was randomly selected. The test itself was made to see if pre-setting
the ink keys could save make-ready time. The remaining eight layouts
were used to make the 16 plates needed for the test. Two plates were
made from each layout, to total 16.
Densitometer readings were taken on a solid image area, 5/16
inches by 7 l/4 inches, which was in the same position across the bot-
torn of each press sheet. When the density readings along the solid
image area or bar were between 1.20 and 1.60 with a sheet variation of
*The range is high because the readings were taken within 30
seconds of being printed.
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.10 or less, make-ready was considered finished. The positions of
the ink keys were recorded at the end of each press run. The grid
readings of each plate were taken after the press run, so as not to
influence the operator.
The preliminary experiment involved running the press with each
of the four plates and adjusting the ink keys by trial and error. The
press was set up and a few sheets were printed. The sheets were exam
ined, both visually and with a densitometer alyng the bar, and neces
sary ink key adjustments were made. The process was repeated until
there was an acceptable press sheet, as described in the previous para
graph. In the preliminary experiment time was not a factor.
Two grid-screen designs were used to visually scan the four
plates of the preliminary experiment. The first design had a column
for each ink key and the. second design had a column for every two ink
keys (see page 15). Typical column totals from the first design, taken
from part of a plate, could be 10, 10, 14, and 8 for four keys. Column
totals from the second design, taken from the same part of the same
plate, would be 20 and 22 for the same four keys. Adjustments to the
keys, using the first design, would be on a one to one basis with the
keys corresponding to 10, 10, 14, and 8. Using the second design, the
first two keys would correspond to half of 20 or 10. The next two keys
correspond to half of 22 or 11, instead of 14 and 8. It could be seen
that the adjustments for these two keys would be inaccurate using the
second design. For this reason the first design, with a column for
each key, was chosen for the test.
"
Harris -Intertype uses densitometers to evaluate their print
ing (see p. 9)
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The Test
The hypothesis is that the pre-setting of the ink fountain keys
of a sheet-fed offset press will save make-ready time. The test in
volved a single factor experiment, replicated eight times. The test
group pre-set the ink fountain and recorded the time taken to get an
acceptable print. The control group also recorded the time taken to
get an acceptable print, but without pre-setting the ink fountain. The
response variable was the time needed to get an acceptable print. This
was determined by taking densitometer readings across a bar, as in the
preliminary experiment.
In the test group, the grid-screen was used to obtain grid
readings from each of the eight plates . The ink keys were then pre-set
based upon these readings. In the control group, the ink keys were ad
justed by trial and error, just as they were In the preliminary experi
ment.
24
CHAPTER IV
THE FINDINGS
The Preliminary Experiment
The purpose of the preliminary experiment was to establish and
identify the correlation between the grid readings and the ink key dial
settings . The extent to which these two variables are related can be
determined using the formula for the correlation coefficient.
r= nsxy- x&y
Vt[nsx2 - (sx ) 2] [ nsy2 - (sy ) 2]
where: n = number x = grid readings y = ink dial settings
summation of
The value of the correlation coefficient r is between +1 and
-1. If the value of r is nearly +1, it means that as one variable in
creases the other variable increases. If the value of r is nearly -1,
it means that as one variable increases the other variable decreases.
If the value of r is zero, it means that the variables are independent.
The r value is measuring the degree of fit to a straight line.
Scatter diagrams of the four press runs were made to show the
correlation (see figures 3-6). A straight line was drawn in each dia
gram to show how the plotted points conform to it. If the plotted
points formed a straight line it would indicate 100 percent correlation
and an r value of +1. The computed r value for each plate is shown in
the lower right corner of each figure. The r value for plate number
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one is .845 and it means that there is an 84.5 percent correlation be
tween the grid readings and the dial settings. The closer the r value
and the percentage of correlation are to zero the more the scatter dia
gram would look like a random pattern with plotted points in all por
tions of the diagram. Grid readings of zero are shown for the keys at
each end because the grid-screen is larger than the plate image area.
It can be seen from figures three through six that there was
not 100 percent correlation between the dial settings and the grid
readings. This was expected because there are several factors which
interfere. The factors are: the interactions between keys, ink temp
erature and volume causing varying amounts of ink to be forced through
the same gap, and variations of the ink fountain roller as it rotates.
Despite the lack of 100 percent correlation, several conclusions can be
drawn. It can quickly be seen which ink keys should be opened more
than others . Column totals higher than 15 required positive dial set
tings. It can also be seen which keys should be opened the most and
which should be closed off. The ink keys were adjusted using these
conclusions as the guide lines for ink key pre-setting.
It is true that- the ink key pre-settings still required some
amount of guess work. However, the use of the grid-screen and ink key
dials made the adjustments easier and more repeatable. The major pur
pose of this study was to devise a system of adjusting the ink keys
which would be better than the trial and error method.
The diagram of plate number two (figure 4) shows three points
plotted close together, away from the rest. This observation brings up
30
the question of why this occurred.
It might be because there is an error in the indicated dial
settings of the three keys represented by these points . The ink key
dial settings were recorded correctly, but the actual gap could have
been less than the dials indicated. The dials for the three keys in
dicated -4 divisions of the dial, but actually may have been -2.5 divi
sions. If this were true, the points would have plotted much closer to
the line.
Another reason for the plot of these three points might be in
accuracy in obtaining the grid readings. The method for taking grid
readings is described on page 18. It calls for an estimation of the
plate image area and assignment of a numeric value from zero to four.
It is possible that the estimations of the image areas are not correct.
Plate number two was rerun to test the possibility that the
indicated dial settings were incorrect. The same press was carefully
set up and run at the same speed, using the same ink, the same stock,
and the same densitometer to identify an acceptable print (labeled num
ber 2R). A scatter diagram of the original dial settings versus the
rerun dial settings shows a lack of correlation (figure 7 ) . In the
first run of plate number two, the keys in question all had a dial set
ting of -4. In the rerun of plate number two the same keys had dial
settings of -1, -1, and -2 respectively (see table l). A scatter dia
gram (figure 8) of the rerun dial settings versus the original grid
readings shows an increase in correlation over the original plot (fig
ure 4). The three keys in question plotted much closer to the rest of
Dial Settings - plate two rerun
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the points. These two diagrams indicate that there is a difference be
tween the actual dial settings of the keys and the indicated dial set
tings for plate number two.
A densitometer was used to test the possibility that the esti
mations of the image areas were not correct. The rectangles of the
grid-screen were marked off on a press sheet of plate number two. Five
density readings were taken in a "x" pattern in each rectangle and av
eraged. The average density readings were added together to give col
umn totals . A scatter diagram of the grid readings versus column
totals by the densitometer shows a high correlation between the two
methods (figure 9). This indicates that there is little difference be
tween the two methods of estimating plate image areas; and it implies
that the estimations of image areas in percentages are fairly accurate.
Table one shows the actual data from the experiment. Appendix
A shows photographs (copies ) of the press sheets from the 21 press runs.
The press sheets are labeled in the upper right corner.
The Test Results
The hypothesis is that the pre-setting of the ink keys of a
sheet-fed offset press will save make-ready time. The test group pre
set the keys and the control group did not. The response variable was
the time needed to get an acceptable print.
The results of the test are shown In tables two and three. In
all but the third group, it took less time to complete make-ready using
the grid-screen and pre-setting the ink keys. The average time differ
ence between the test group and the control group was six and one-half
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TABLE 2
PAIRED PRESS RUNS AND THE TIME TAKEN
TO COMPLETE EACH RUN
(GS) means the run was made using the grid-screen
and pre-setting the ink keys,
TABLE 3
WILCOXON PAIRED-REPLICATE RANK TEST
Press run (pairs) Difference Rank of
time in minutes in minutes difference
control test
group group
1 27 21 6 1.5
2 25 13 12 7
3 11 17 6 -1.5
4 17 9 8 3.5
5 27 17 10 6
6 22 14 8 3.5
7 21 12 9 5
8 21 6 15 8
The smaller sum of ranks of the same sign is -1.5,
NOTE: Sum of ranks with positive sign is 34.5
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minutes. An analysis, to determine if the difference is significant,
follows . In the three groups where the number of impressions was re
corded, the control group used more stock (see table 2, runs 6, 7, and
8).
To analyze the data the Wilcoxon Paired-replicate Rank Test
was chosen. The test is a nonparametric statistical method and was
chosen because nothing can be safely assumed about the population para
meters . It was not possible to randomly select the plate layouts as
there is an infinite number of them. For a sample to be completely
random, the samples must be taken from the total population. Since
the assembly of the total population of all possible plate layouts is
not possible; a random sample cannot be taken from this group. A para
metric statistical method cannot be used, therefore, because it makes
assumptions about the population based upon the random sample.
Here is how the Wilcoxon Paired-replicate Rank Test was used:
The times for the control group and test group were listed in pairs and
the absolute difference of each pair was determined. The differences
were ranked and each rank was assigned the mathematical sign of the
difference when the test group time is consistently subtracted from the
control group time. In the case of ties between two differences, the
differences are assigned the mean score of the ranks to be assigned.
If there is no significant difference between pairs, the sum of the
ranks with positive sign should be close to the sum of the ranks for
negative sign. The smaller sum of ranks of the same sign is used to
test for a significant difference.
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Table three shows that the smaller sum of ranks of the same
sign is 1.5. Using this number, table 18-17 in Statistics by Rickmers
2
and Todd shows that there is evidence of a significant difference be
tween the test group and the control group, with a probability of 0.01
of being wrong. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference
between test and control groups is rejected. The test shows that there
is a significant difference between the time needed to pre-set the ink
keys using a grid-screen to scan the plate and. the time needed to ad
just the ink keys by trial and error. Further, it can be said that
press make-ready took significantly less time when using the pre
setting method.
Inferences about the population, such as how much less time,
cannot be made due to the scope of this study and the fact that the
plate layouts were not randomly selected. All that can be said is that
it took an average of six and one-half minutes less make-ready time,
using the pre-setting method, to run the plate layouts selected under
the test conditions.
The Press Sheets
The response variable in this study was the time needed to get
an acceptable print. This was determined by taking densitometer read
ings across a bar, as described in chapter three. The densitometer
was used to help eliminate the variability due to subjective evalua
tion. However, a visual evaluation of the printing quality of the
'The term population refers to all offset presses, all opera
tors, all inks, and so forth.
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press sheets is valid because the consumer also uses visual judgement.
The author believes that the overall printing quality of the
press sheets is good. Clean, sharp text Images and halftones that
show good detail, clean highlights, and little plugging in the shadow
areas were the criterion used.
Appendix A contains the press sheets from the preliminary ex
periment and photographs of the press sheets from the test. The press
sheets are numbered in the upper right hand cqrner. The numbers along
the bar of each press sheet indicate the final densitometer readings of
that sheet. The photographs of the press sheets from the test accur
ately represent them, except that the paper used for the photographs
looks whiter than the stock.
Observations were made of the paired press runs using a magni
fying glass as follows:
1. The halftone in lb appears cleaner and shows less plugging
of the shadows than la
2. The halftones in 2b appear cleaner and show less plugging
of the shadows than 2a
3. The text image in 3a appears sharper than 3b
4. No difference can be observed
5. The large solid areas in 5a appear to have more ink density
than 5b
6. The halftone In 6b appears cleaner than 6a
7 . The background in 7b looks cleaner than 7a
8. The stonewall in 8b looks cleaner than 8a
40 
Press ru..71s lb, 2b, 3a, 5a, and 6b 'were made using the grid-
screen and pre-setting methods. Press runs 7b and 8b were made without 
using the grid-screen and pre-setting methods. In five of the eight 
paired press runs, better looking press sheets resulted when the grid-
screen and pre-setting methods were used. This suggests that the pre-
setting method could improve printing quality. 
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER IV
1
Albert D. Rickmers and Hollis N. Todd, Statistics (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book., 1957), pp. 401-402.
2Ibid., p. 402.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The results ox the preliminary experiment clearly indicate that
there is a correlation between ink key adjustments and plate image re
quirements . It helped to identify the correlation and enable the
*
pressman to make meaningful pre-settings to the ink keys .
The test showed evidence that pre-setting the ink keys by the
method used in this study does take less make-ready time than adjusting
the ink keys by trial and error. The main reason for this is the time
difference between ink key adjustments and changes on the press sheet.
When. the. ink keys are pre-set, further adjustments which might be. nec
essary, are relatively small. When the ink keys are adjusted by trial
and error, some necessary adjustments are relatively large.. Therefore,
when using the trial and error method, the pressman spends more time
(also uses more stock) waiting for changes on the press sheet to occur -
In this system pre-setting the dials on the ink keys are essen
tial. They also contain very useful information at the end of a run.
If the positions of the ink keys are recorded, a rerun of a job would
also take less time. With no dials on the keys, this information is
lost the next time the press is run.
There is one other conclusion which can be made from the pre
liminary experiment. A visual plate scanning device like the grid-
screen must have a column for each ink key. A screen with a column
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involving more than one key is too complicated to be useful. Use of
such a screen can also result in incorrect dial settings (see page 22).
Recommendations
The results of this study suggest the following recommendations
for further stud?/.
It was observed on some of the press sheets from the paired
test, that the halftone images were better on the press sheets which
were printed using the grid-screen and pre-setting the ink keys. In
particular, the halftones on press sheets lb and 2b look better than
the halftones on press sheets la and 2a respectively. This suggests
that a study of the effects of pre-setting the ink keys on printing
quality would be useful.
The threads of" the ink keys were too coarse for fine adjust
ments. For example, an ink key movement of 15 degrees or 1/12 of a
turn resulted in a blade-to-fountain-roller distance change of approx
imately 0.001 of an inch. A study involving pre-setting ink keys with
finer threads could give better results than this study.
The scatter diagrams of original dial settings of plate number
two versus the rerun dial settings of plate number two shows a lack of
correlation, r = .6783 (figure 7). It suggests that the original indi
cated dial settings for plate number two were incorrect. It also
brings up the question of repeatability of this study. Can the results
of this study be repeated at another time by another person? Certainly
a study to answer this question would be justified.
One of the basic assumptions of this study is that text image
area require one -fourth the amount of ink that solid image area re
quire. It was estimated that text image area required 25 percent of
the ink needed by a solid image area. This one to four ratio was. used
in this study to pre-set the ink keys. Since this Idea is untested, it
is possible that one to four is not the true ratio. A study to find
the true ratio of text image to solid image ink requirements might well
improve the accuracy of the scanning technique used in this study.
The tests for this study were done on an AB Dick offset press.
It would be interesting to see if the results can be repeated on a
larger press .
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To us at American Motors, and to our dealers, the exclusive
AMC Buyer Protection Plan means a commitment to our customers.
A commitment to stand behind every single car we build.
AGUARANTEEYOU CAN UNDERSTAND.
When you buy a new 1974 car from an American Motors dealer, American Motors
Corporation guarantees to you that, except for tires, it will payforthe repairor re
placementofany part it supplies that is defective in material orworkmanship.This
guarantee is good for 12 months from the date the car is first used or 12,000 miles,
whichever comes first. All we require is that the car be properly maintained and
cared for under normal use and service in the fifty United States or Canada, and
that guaranteed repairs or replacement be made by an American Motors dealer.
At AMC we expect every part i n every car to last for at least
12 months or 12,000 miles under normal use and service.
And that's why we back our cars with this simple, strong
guarantee. A guarantee that covers every part except tires
even those annoying little things that occasionally wear out
like spark plugs, wiper blades and light bulbs.
PLUSA BUYER PROTECTION PLAN THAT DOES MORE.
AMC is the only manufacturer with a program to provide
a free loaner car should guaranteed repairs take overnight.
And a special trip interruption plan that pays up to $150 for food
and lodging if guaranteed repairs have to take place more than
100 miles from home.
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if you ever feel we aren't living up to our promises.
And let's face it, when you make this kind of commitment
to stand behind your cars, you have to bui Id them better.
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"/ think we should make it a point
to come in some night and find out what
the hell's going on with this
watchman."
till feel liberated onlywithin the context
f affectionate or loving relationships.
Even parents are beginning to accept
fie new premarital freedom and to regard
: as healthy. One woman, a 50-year-old
deslady, commented:
Ten years ago, I would have want
ed my daughter to go with a fellow,
fall in love, have a courtship and get
married. Now, I only want to get
across to her that what's important is
to know when she's ready to handle
sex, ready to take care of herself
physically and emotionally. I want
her to feel that the important thing
is to have a real experience with
I. IB
someone, and not to think she has to
marry some guy just because she's
slept with him.
Premarital sex in a loving relationship
still has marriage as its implied goal and
the quality of sex within marriage still
seems to be integrally connected to the
strength and security of the emotional
relationship. A young housewife de
scribed the growth of her sexual life in
the following terms:
I thought it was quite good before
we got married, and no doubt it was,
but being married and having our
own place made a big difference in
my whole mental state about sex. Of
course, there had been a certain ex
citement before marriage we were
always trying to get together, and
find some privacy, and keep it hid
den but that was an artificial ex
citement. Once we could take our
minds off those extraneous concerns
and pay more attention to each
other, it rapidly got very much bet
ter, and we took a lot more time and
seemed to penetrate much deeper
into total feeling. We had varied our
lovemaking before marriage, but in
the first few years of marriage, we
varied it a lot more and tried out
many new things; we kept some and
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leaping i^ay m uic uum at aqueduct."
"You are a potential ruler of the solar
system, but your evil pseudo parents have
trapped you in an unclean mortal body."
That sort of talk alarmed Mr.West. He
figured that one Voice in the head was ra
tional, normal and perfectly OK. But
hearing a lot of Voices was one of the
signs of a crazy person. And, worst of all,
he couldn't get any answers from his own
individual Voice.
He kept calm over the next few days
and tried to solve his own problems
unaided. He sold Sweatshops, Ltd., and it
promptly went up five points. He bought
Thanatopsis Corporation and it fell to
a record low when Time magazine an
nounced a new immortality serum as
"imminent."
He tried to solve the Amelia problem.
He rubbed his twitching nose with his
sweating hands and thought, "Let's see, I
could sneak into her room at night wear
ing a black mask. She'd probably know
who I was, anyhow, but I could deny
the whole thing in court and who'd take
the word of a dummy? Or I could tell
her that the latest technique in sex edu
cation was actual
demonstration."
But he knew that these solutions were
filled with danger. He was simply no
good at solving his own problems, and
there was no reason he should be. That
was work for his Voice which he pic
tured as a miniature Mr. West about the
size of a pea who sat in the part' of his
brain labeled control central and
looked out at the world through Mr.
West's senses and sorted things out and
made decisions.
That was the normal, rational way that
nature had intended. But his own per
sonal Voice was no longer speaking to
him, or had disappeared, or simplywasn't
getting through.
Toward the end of the week, he be
came impatient. "Solve something, damn
youl" he shouted, pounding his forehead
with his fist. But nothing happened ex
cept that various Voices told him how to
fix liquid helium at room temperature,
how to build a multiple-take-orf sub
stance extractor out of an old washing
machine and how to vary his collage tech
nique with overprinted rotogravure back
grounds.
Then, at last, the generator tests were
completed, sunspot activity started to de
cline, cosmic-ray activity returned to nor
mal, the Van Allen belts shifted four
degrees north and Mr. West stopped
hearing Voices.
The last two messages he received were
these:
"Try wearing a strapless push bra one
size too small. If that doesn't get his atten
tion, nothing
willl"
And:
"Go forth, then, and lead My Children
to Sanctuary on Mount Alluci, and tell
them to render praises unto Me, for only
m
this Place of Righteousness shall remain
after the Evil Nations have destroyed
eacli other with Fire and Plague, and
make sure that you buy with Clear Title
as much unentailed land as you can, be
cause the price of real estate around here
is going to go Sky-High after the Balloon
goes up next
year."
However, that was not quite the end of
the matter. For on the day that the Voices
stopped, Mr. West read an interesting
item in The New York Times. The item
told how a municipal policeman in Rio
Grande do Sul, moved by what he called
a "message in my
head,"
went to Manaus
and discovered Martin Bormann, alive
and well and working as a Scientology
auditor.
Mr. West also glanced at the sports
pages and found that Leaping Lady-
had won the third race at Aqueduct the
previous day.
The following evening, on the seven-
o'clock news, Mr. West heard that the
Smithsonian had been blown up, with
great loss of stuffed animals.
Mr. West found this, disturbing. He
hurried out and bought an armload of
newspapers andmagazines. InArt Times,
he read how Calderon Kelly, in his latest
one-man show, had varied his collage
technique with overprinted rotogravure
backgrounds, achieving an effect at once
profound and lighthearted. And Science
Briefs had a column about JohnWolping,
who had just announced a new form of
lamination utilizing energy flows through
end-oriented web-and-pebble systems.
The Wolping Method was expected to
revolutionize lamination techniques.
Mr. West was especially interested in a
New York Post feature story about a new
religious colony on the northern slope of
Mount Alluci in eastern Peru. Two dozen
Americans had followed Elihu Littlejohn
Carter (known as The Last Prophet) to
this desolate place. They were confidently
awaiting the end of the world.
Mr. West put down the newspaper. He
felt strange and numb and disoriented.
Like a sleepwalker, he picked up the tele
phone, got the number of Braniff, called
and booked a flight to Lima for the fol
lowing day. "
As he put down the telephone, a clear,
unmistakable Voice in his head his
Voice said to him, "You should never
have sold Sweatshops, Ltd., but you can
still recoup by doubling up on Thana
topsis, which is really going to take off
next
month."
The miniature Mr. West was back at
Control Central! "Where have you
been?"
the bigMr.West asked.
"I've been here all along. I just havenit
been able to get a connection untilnow."
"Did you happen to hear anything
about the world's coming to an end next
year?"Mr.West asked.
"I don't listen to that irrational weirdo
stuff,"
the miniature Mr. West said.
"Now, look, about Amelia all you have
to do is spike her Kool-Aidwith two Nem
butals tonight and you can figure out the
rest foryourself."
Mr. West canceled his trip to Peru.
Thanatopsis Corporation split ten for
one at the end of the month and Amelia
got hooked on Nembies. Every man must
follow the dictates of his own inner
Voice.
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draft of a screenplay. I have bought the
film rights of a book called The Mis
tress, by Andrew McCall, and, generally,
things are going very well here,
indeed."
Options . . . screenplays . . . new cameras.
. . . David's mother would like to know if
these sound like the ravings of a "half-
mad"
young man. I poke around some
more, following Mrs. Campbell's trail a.
bit. A waitress at Mrs. Wright's Dining
Room remembers her storming into the
restaurant and saying, "I hear you have
some god-awful barbecued food here and
that all of your fish is frozen, too." But
the girl recalls this with affection. She's
one of those women who can get away
with this kind of thing. Insult you and
make you love it.
I had that kind of mother. She used to
walk over to a baby carriage, look inside
and tell the proud mother, "What an ugly
child."I don't know how she did it,
but she made the mother love it. The
mother knew that, in some weird way,
ugly meant beautiful. It's a tough one to
pun oil, uul niy uiOLiiei ii..iu uiai. KiidCk,
So, apparently, does David's mother. At
least in the legend I'm creating. A Mr.
Ferrante, ofWestern AutoAssociate Store,
who drove David's mother back and forth
to the inquest from the Westward Motel
in Buckeye, didn't see any of this edge to
the woman. But he was with her all the
way. He found her motherly, polite, con
siderate. "Mankind has to like people
like her, especially middle-class people
like us. You see, we get into battles and
lose them. A woman like her just keeps on
coming."Ferrante has a boy, 15, and an
eight-year-old daughter. If one of them
were to die, tragically, like David, would
he wade in? "You bet your life. With ev
erything I had. But the thing is, I'd prob
ably have to drop out at some point.
That's the thing about Mrs. Campbell.
She'll never drop
out."
Late at night, back at the Trave-
Lodge, I stand in my room, the Burt
Reynolds room, and it really gets to me. A
kid is dead. A writer, too, 26, just getting
off the ground. (To his credit, Reynold?
jjouhs tnis out on tne courtroom steps, fljB-
right after he's taken "a rap at the local -
"plumber," "Let's not forget," he says, "a iQC
boy is dead.") And his mother is not tak
ing no for an answer. She plans to keep
on coming. And brother, do I know that
- kind of mother. We all had them, all 35 of
my friends in the Bronx, 34 of whom be
came dentists and doctors. Andme.We all
had John Wayne for a mother. The fa
thers were invisible, so the mothers took
over, but at least there was one John
Wayne in the family, even if he waS wear
ing skirts. We paid a big price for having
this kind of mother (see Krafft-Ebing,
any chapter will do). Once in a while,
there was a kid whose father was in the
rackets, a "bad
Jew," but I notice those
guys didn't turn out so terrifically, either.
Whatever the case, David is dead, but at
least he's got a John Wayne mother on
tflre case. Taking on coroners and police
chiefs and lawyers andmovie studios.With
no intention of quitting. The way those
tough Bronx mothers wouldn't have quit.
The way my mother would have hung in
there. Even in Arizona. In the Andaman
Islands, if that's where the trail led her.
Forget about why these mothers hang in
there. The textbooks might hint there's a
little guilt in the picture. Maybe they
didn't do too hot a job on the kid when
he was alive. Not important. Mrs. Camp
bell is going to keep on coming. David is
out of private day schools and St. Albans
and Time and London and his moth
er now lives and works in Berkeley and
is married to a former official in the
Truman Administration. Neither David
nor his mother ever set foot in the Bronx,
but put all that aside for the moment.
She's some kind of Bronx Jewish John
Wayne mom, at least in the story I'm
making up. Standing in the Burt Reyn
olds room, I start to focus on David and
I'm tempted to check out his last room,
but I don't do it. What's that going to
accomplish? All these goddamned rooms
are the same, anyway.
Driving up to L.A. through the desert,
I start to see David as some kind of tor
tured Seymour Glass type, pill popping,
sporadically brilliant, unable to cope. His
colleagues in the Luce group remember
him as being "flaky a star-struck man-
child with a Bond Street wardrobe, laven
der glasses ... a lust for the life of the
Beautiful People." Well, that's not quite
Seymour Glass, but I make an adjust
ment; I force it to work. Quirky, brilliant,
erratic all of it snuffed out just as he's
starting to cook. The trouble is, as they
say at Watergate, it just won't wash. For
example, when I get to L.A. (I miss Can-
dice Bergen one of David's crushes By
ten minutes; she's off to China, and I
don't know the Zip Code), I take another
look at Dayid's last letter to his mom.
Here's a paragraph I missed the first time
around: "What I need is roughly six pairs
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draft of a screenplay. I have bought the
film rights of a book called The Mis
tress, by Andrew McCall, and, generally,
things are going very well here,
indeed."
Options . . . screenplays . . . new cameras.
. . . David's mother would like to know if
these sound like the ravings of a "half-
mad"
young man. I poke around some
more, following Mrs. Campbell's trail a
bit. A waitress at Mrs. Wright's Dining
Room remembers her storming into the
restaurant and saying, "I hear you have
some god-awful barbecued food here and
that all of your fish is frozen, too." But
the girl recalls this with affection. She's
one of those women who can get away
with this kind of thing. Insult you and
make you love it.
I had that kind of mother. She used to
walk over to a baby carriage, look inside
and tell the proud mother, "What an ugly
child."I don't know how she did it,
but she made the mother love it. The
mother knew that, in some weird way,
ugly meant beautiful. It's a tough one to
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WAYLON JENNINGS best by a country mile
if i ie hadn't given up his charter-flight seat to a friend back
in February 1959, the world might have known Waylon Jen
nings only as an accident statistic. The flight ended in a crash
outside Mason City, Iowa, killing all aboard, including BuddyHolly, Rlchie Valens and J. P. "Big Bopper" Richardson, the
guy to whom Waylonwho was then vocalist and bass side-
man with Holly's group, The Cricketsgave his seat. Instead,
columnists are now speculating that Jennings could make it as
"the performer of 1973," and fellow artist Kris Kristofferson
has called him, simply, "the best country singer in the world."
But it's been a slow climb for Jennings, who's been singing forhis supper for nearly 25 of his 36 years. He was pretty broken
up by the airplane tragedy: "I just kinda quit for quite a little
while,"he drawls. He went back to Lubbock, and later to
Phoenix, to work as a disc jockeyan occupation he had taken
up at the age of 12 for radio station KVOW in his native Little-
field, Texas, a place he describes as "out in the suburbs of a
cotton
patch."The local station manager recruited Jennings
after hearing him sing at a box supper. "I was so scared I like
to died. I learned two songsand then went and sang one of
them clear through to the tune of the other."By the early Six
ties, a more seasoned Jennings was ready to form his own
group, the Waylors. Since 1965, Jenningswho now lives
outside Nashville with his wife of four years, singer-composer
Jessi Colterhas been recording for RCA, with some 20 al
bums to his credit. He thinks the last two, Lonesome, On'ty
and Mean and Honky Tank Heroes, which he's produced
himself, will make the difference. "Everybody had ideas of
how I should sound instead of how I did sound,"he says.
"Now I'm just going to go ahead and do my own thing. It's
not the instrument or the arrangement that makes country
music; it's the soul and the performance. Otherwise, Dean
Martin could be the biggest country singer in the world."
ax
JOHN LEONARD changing
"times"
U4
"I always wanted to be the Great American Novelist," muses
John Leonard. "After three novels, it was clear I wasn't going
to make
it."
Instead, as editor of The New York Times Book
Review, Leonard is probably the most powerful man in Ameri
can book publishingnot a bad consolation prize. And a luckybreak for literary buffs. Controversial, argumentative, often
feisty, Leonard's new Review has shaken the mildew out of lit
erary criticism. "I want it to be more than a shopping
guide,"he
says. "We'll launch introspections, publish career essays, inter
view everybody in sight, even, occasionally, declare war."Un
conventional is the best word for the Review and its 34-year-old
editor, whose career is a zigzag of left to right and East to West.
After flunking out of Harvard in 1958, he was discovered byWilliam F. Buckley, Jr., who put him to work on the conserva
tive National Review. "I was always vaguely
liberal," Leonard
recalls. "Buckley helped radicalizeme."He moved on to Berke
ley, where he was director of drama and books for San Francis
co's radical FM station, K.PFA. After a first novel, The Naked
Martini, Leonard moved East again, this time to work with mi
grant apple pickers in New Hampshire. In 1967, The New
York Times hired him first as book previewer, then as critic
and he found his metier. Witty, urbane, scathingly precise,
his reviews have run the topical gamut from Nabokov to The
Partridge Family. On Hubert Humphrey: "One doubts that
Humphrey could inspire bacilli to connive at anthrax."On
Jean Genet: "The only thing more irritating than a novel by
Genet is a critical text on his fiction." Ori Merv Griffin: "Merv
always comes on like Charlie Brown in a rep
tie."
Chiefly an
editor now, Leonard still finds time to write surprise! the
ubiquitous
"Cyclops"
column formerly in Life and Newsweek,
now in the Sunday Times. "Editing a magazine,"he Says, "has
none of the grosser ego satisfactions of a regular column;
but there are subtle pleasures attached to it." We've noticed.
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"i always wanted to be the Great American Novelist," muses
John Leonard. "After three novels, it was clear I wasn't going
to make
it."
Instead, as editor of The New York Times Book
Review, Leonard is probably the most powerful man in Ameri
can book publishing not a bad consolation prize. And a lucky
break for literary buffs. Controversial, argumentative, often
feisty, Leonard's new Review has shaken the mildew out of lit
erary criticism. "I want it to be more than a shopping
guide,"he
says. "We'll launch introspections, publish career essays, inter
view everybody in sight, even, occasionally, declare
war."Un
conventional is the best word for the Review and its 34-year-old
editor, whose career is a zigzag of left to right and East to West.
After flunking out of Harvard in 1958, he was discovered by
William F. Buckley, Jr., who put him to work on the conserva
tive National Review. "I was always vaguely
liberal," Leonard
recalls. "Buckley helped radicalize
me."He moved on to Berke
ley, where he was director of drama and books for San Francis
co's radical FM station, KPFA. After a first novel, The Naked
Martini, Leonard moved East again, this time to work with mi
grant apple pickers in New Hampshire. In 1967, The New
York Times hired him first as book previewer, then as critic
and he found his metier. Witty, urbane, scathingly precise,
his reviews have run the topical gamut from Nabokov to The
Partridge Family. On Hubert Humphrey: "One doubts that
Humphrey could inspire bacilli to connive at anthrax."On
Jean Genet: "The only thing more irritating than a novel by
Genet is a critical text on his fiction." On Merv Griffin: "Merv
always comes on like Charlie Brown in a rep
tie."
Chiefly an
editor now, Leonard still finds time to write surprisel the
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"Cyclops"
column formerly in Life and Newsweek,
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magazine,"he says, "has
none of the grosser ego satisfactions of a regular column;
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were asked to turn in a quota of dead
flies, and the consequence of 800,000,000
people's swatting is no flies in China.
One night we went to see a perform
ance of plate spinning, human pyra
mids, unicycles, aerial acts. The aerialists
wore wires, since the Chinese consider it
decadent to risk a life or solicit thrill
seeking. After all this, two men in battle
ship-gray Mao jackets walked out on
stage and for fully ten minutes engaged
in a birdcall dialog screeching and
hooting at each other, cawing and tweet
ing heatedly. Then they impersonated a
barnyard, an auto race and, for their big
finale, a locomotive. The audience went
crazy and the guys got two encores. If
only Ed Sullivan were still on.
Back in the bus, an argument raged
about the
acrobats'
costumes. Some felt
that they were too nice, that they were
bourgeois, counterrevolutionary. Others
disagreed. I thought they were pretty and
who cares anyway? The hard-core Marx
ists complained that everybody wasn't in
terested enough in the movement. After
seven days of Chinese food, Leigh replied
loudly, "The only movement I'm inter
ested in is the bowelmovement."
The following day, we met with a
group of our counterparts, Chinese Cul
tural Workers a very somber, sweet
group of composers, writers, actors, direc
tors and the Responsible Person from
the previous night's acrobatic troupe.
Dressed alike in dark grays, greens and
blues, they were a far cry from the Cul
tural Workers I've known in Hollywood,
with unlisted phones in their custom con
vertibles. We met with them for three
hours, exchanging questions and answers
over tea.
A few days later, we went by bus from
Changsha to Shaoshan to visit the farm
house where Mao was born. It was a cross
between Mount Vernon and the Wailing
Wall. To the Chinese, Shaoshan is a pil
grimage, the house a shrine. Eyes shone
with tears. The man who taught godless-
ness is a godhead. "I don't tell my wife I
love her," protested a guide proudly, "but
I do love Chairman Mao." While it took
Mao to mobilize the people, it seems such
a setup for mass trauma when he dies.
What happens when 800,000,000 people
lose their father? Naturally, they've taken
steps. Several years ago, Mao himself came
out against the philosophy of the person
ality cult; that, too, seems self-contradic
tory to me. But Maoism in the extreme is
gradually being phased out. Fewer Mao
Near Mao's house is the Mao Tse-tung
museum. There is a large silvered like
ness of him in front of it, along with a
famous pre-Nixonian quote captured in
marble: "People of the world, unitq and
defeat the U. S. aggressors and all their
running dogs! . . . Then the whole world
will belong to the people. Monsters of all
kinds shall be destroyed." I wish he'd just
come right out and say what he really
feels instead of beating around the bush.
L-iter that night, I was idly doing a dance
back at our hotel, tapping and shuffling,
and our woman guide, Comrade Lin,
asked what it was. "The Running Dog
Stomp," I said. She laughed.
The hotel dining room was in a sepa
rate building and by dinnertime it was
pouring rain. We all gathered in the tiny
lobby, ready to make a run for it, when
we saw 20 pairs of galoshes and several
umbrellas lined up. Their thought fulness
was always just that touching and genu
ine. And we never felt policed or prod
ded. We were free to take days off from
the tour and wander on our own. With
all due respect, the Chinese in China just
aren't like the Chinese I've met in Hong
Kong or Taiwan or America. They are
warm and friendly, open and funny.
They don't dump sweet-and-sour pork on
your head; they aren't monosyllabic or
surly even if they can't speak English.
And they were nice to me not because I
was pretty or famous but almost in spite
of it. It says a lot about China and a lot
about the West. The Chinese have a de
cency and a humanity that, in the West
ern world, have become only words
chiseled on Federal buildings. Perhaps
that's why we were so susceptible to
them, why we found them so moving.
After all my apprehensions about armies
of automatons, these revolutionary ro
bots had me almost constantly close to
tears.
After dinner, several of us adjourned
to the sitting room to talk and play
poker. (Item: Chinese cards have no
kings, queens or jacks. The decks are
egalitarian.) The poker game was under
way at one end of the room, while at the
other a jam session wailed with im
provised instruments. There were East
Indian chants and country-and-western
hoots as the writer/factory worker per
sistently played We Shall Not Be Moved
on her autoharp. In a corner, some of us
were engrossed in a seminar on sex.
Our Chinese comrades looked on, eyes
matically over the noise of bongos,
harmonicas and kazoos.
Meanwhile, our seminar proved edify
ing to both groups. We asked Comrade
Lin if she would explain Revolutionary
Morality to us and offered to answer any
questions she might have about Revision
ist Morality. Lin said our guides were
surprised to find that two of the couples
in the group were not married. We ex-
prained that it was quite acceptable in
America to live together without being
married and that people often did so
rather casually with little or no commit
ment and were remarkably flexible and
expedient in their choice of roommate.
Lin said the Chinese would find shock
ing that kind of casualness and lack of
commitment. I respected them for not
being judgmental in the face of our full
countercultural dose.
Still, it's fairly safe to say that China is
a puritanical society. Premarital sex, we
were told, does not exist in the People's
Republic. Yeah, but. . . . There are no
buts. Buts also do not exist. There is,
however, some chaste courtship as couples
walk hand in hand along the rivers
at night. But still, I persist, "What if a
boy and a girl want to. . . "They
don't,"
said Lin firmly. After three weeks in
China, I believed her. There was an abso
lute absence of sexual energy. I felt like
I had been neutered. The very idea of
sex was redolent of bourgeois self-indul
gence. Never again, I Uiought, would I
know the joy, the anxiety at least not
till I got home. In China, Lin told us,
marriage is called "class friendship." We
asked what qualities people looked for in
;i "class friend." "Political ideology," she
said. Political ideology? That gives
things an intriguing twist. What happens
if the husband goes off to work and the
wife meets another guy with better ideol
ogy, bigger ideology?
The legal age for marriage is 18 for
women, 20 for men, but they are discour
aged from marrying before the age of 25
or 26 and the government is trying to
raise the legal age to 30. It's felt that early
marriage is distracting to studies and
work, and sexual emphasis is distracting
to fighting imperialism. Boys and girls no
longer fall in love at 17 or 18, as they did
before die Cultural Revolution; educa
tion in that area has been successful.
"When you find a good man, you marry
him," Lin said simply. But you find him
after 25.
Divorce exists but is exceptional. Even
i.n
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being judgmental in the face of our full
countercultural dose.
Still, it's fairly safe to say that China is
a puritanical society. Premarital sex, we
were told, does not exist in the People's
Republic. Yeah, but. . . . There are no
buts. Buts also do not exist. There ij,
however, some chaste courtship as couples
walk hand in hand along the rivers
at night. But still, I persist, "What if a
boy and a girl want to " "They don't."
said Lin firmly. After three weeks in
China, I believed her. There was an abso
lute absence of sexual energy. I felt like
I had been neutered. The very idea of
sex was redolent of bourgeois self-indul
gence. Never again, I Uiought, would I
know the joy, the anxiety at least not
till I got home. In China, Lin told us,
marriage is called "class friendship." We
asked what qualities people looked for in
a "class friend." "Political ideology," she
said. Political ideology? That gives
things an intriguing twist. What happens
if the husband goes off to work and the
wife meets another guy with belter ideol
ogy, bigger ideology?
The legal age for marriage is 18 for
women, 20 for men, but they are discour
aged from marrying before the age of 25
or 26 and the government is trying to
raise the legal age to 30. It's felt that early
marriage is distracting to studies and
work, and sexual emphasis is distracting
to fighting imperialism. Boys and girls no
longer fall in love at 17 or 18, as they did
before the Cultural Revolution; educa
tion in that area has been successful.
"When you find a good man, you marry
him," Lin said simply. But you find him
after 25.
Divorce exists but is exceptional. Even
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Just thinking about it gave me claus
trophobia. No matter how much I hated
it, I wouldn't be able to leave. I don't
deal easily with groups, especially wild-
eyed, zealous ones, I am not collectivist
or zealous by nature. I am selfish and in
tolerant. But I'm getting better. A patho
logically low threshold of boredom and
an inordinate need for space and privacy
combine into a major character defect
I'm determined to overcome. In a group
whose Marxist commitment runs ramp
ant, I'm just along for the ride. I want
to see China as a tourist, not as a rev
olutionary architect. So die simplest strat
agem to adopt during a month of
dialectical-materialist dialog is to sit back,
relax and be a sponge.
We were flying economy class, of
course, this being aw rkers'tour and all.
but it was still somewhat of a shock to my
system. I'm the first to admit it which
doesn't mean I'm proud of it. But I
haven't flown tourist since college, and
while I always feel guilty and uncom
fortable about the implied segregation of
traveling first-class, I like it, and I never
felt guilty enough to fly tourist. Anyway,
the studios always paid for it. I was only
following orders.
It was nighttime and raining in Tokyo
when we arrived. Five o'clock in the
morning our time. We were told it would
be 20 minutes before the bus arrived to
take us to our hotel. At the risk of expos
ing capitalist tendencies, someone sug
gested sharing a taxi. Our group leader
explained that a spirit of unity and col
lectivism was the goal of the group and a
few people taking a taxi would differ
entiate between those who could afford
it and those who couldn't. It was clear
that taking the bus was a measure of our
Marxist convictions. "Be a good social
ist,"
she cooed. We waited for the bus.
A sign in the hotel in Tokyo read,
special guardian croup. The letters kept
falling off, a good omen. The Fountain-
head was playing on the TV in my room.
For some reason I could never under
stand, that seemed to be one of those
books that changed everyone's life.
Everyone's, that is, but those in the
SPECIAL GUARDIAN CROUP.
On to Hong Kong, where a group
meeting was called in the lobby of our
hotel with amused Chinese looking on.
Its purpose was to announce the follow
ing morning's departure time by train
and to elect our "Delegation
Leader."
We couldn't agree on anyone, but we heat
edly discussed when to continue the dis
cussion and finally agreed to resume
the next day in Canton. Then we were
told to introduce ourselves, and one by
an actor and a director and I'd like to
discuss their feelings about Stanislavsky.
You know, they think of him as a Khru
shchev
revisionist."
"My name is ,
I'm a writer and I want to see successful
examples of communalism and democrat
ic centralism.""My name is , I'm
a writer and a factory worker. I want to
compare wages and working conditions
with factories at home." Then: "My
name is Leigh French, I'm an actress and
a teacher and a Cancer with Gemini ris-
I guffawed. No one else even
smiled. I'd counted on Leigh for levity,
and she came through. Alan Meyerson
said, "I'm a director and I'd like to see a
country where people don't say, 'You
should have been here before the Ameri
cans ruined
it.' I'd also like to know more
about their studies in psychic phenome
na."
"They don't have any of
that,"
the
group leader snapped impatiently. "Yes,
they
do,"
said Alan quietly. Thus began
the Marxist metaphysical schism. Soon
everyone was speaking at once. A short,
dumpy girl complained contemptuously,
"I think we should conduct this as a col
lective enterprise, make our decisions in
a collective manner and raise our
hands."
Next morning we left Hong Kong by
train for the Chinese border town of
Shumchun. We arrived, taut with antici
pation, and walked across the border
through a stream of foreigners, most of
them British, leaving the Canton Trade
Fair. That trek along the tracks into
China was like something out of Gun-
fight at O. K. Corral. Seldom has one walk
meant so much to so few. For several in
the group, it meant Marxist Mecca. To
me, at the time, it meant terror. Excite
ment, of course, but also terror. Yellow
Hordes, Red Guards, uniforms, masses. I
saw it like most Americans as a threat
to my very being. You would have
thought I were moving there instead of
visiting for three weeks.
At the check point on either side of me
were the signs, beet-red with snow-white
letters, exclaiming, long live the
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, LONG LIVE
THE UNITY OF THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD.
A baby-faced people's-liberation-army
man with a red star on his cap and a rifle
and sneakers casually examined my pass
port. In China, the only way to distin
guish an officer from an enlisted man is
to look at the pockets on their jackets:
officers have four, enlisted men, two.
The border had a certain Iron Curtain
flavor to it. Very militaristic, highly regi
mental, policed, purposeful, unsmiling.
It was the only place in China where we
saw anyone armed. The army guys had
rifles and the buildings were a warm,
Neo-Stalinist gray. We were shown into a
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came crashing out of loud-speakers. On a
shelf were stacks of magazines on China
and enough Little Red Books to put the
Gideons to shame all free and in differ
ent languages, with a sign saying, help
yourself. After a cursory luggage check,
we passed through customs into yet an
other series of waiting rooms. Enormous
rooms, with light tumbling through huge
windows filtered by billowing whjte-lace
curtains. They were comfortable, airy,
even beautiful. But I kept feeling like I
was in a convent or a hospital.
Then it was time for lunch at the
Shumchun railroad station, of all places.
It was one of the best Chinese meals I've
ever eaten and one of the best we had in
China. Girls in braids and white jackets
refilled our glasses after we'd hardly
touched them to our lips, and food was in
abundance. All of us had switched to our
best behavior: intensely polite, respect
ful, soft-spoken and considerate. We
sweetly asked our Chinese
guides*
permis
sion to leave the table ("May
I" have the
bean sprouts, etc.). China seemed to affect
us like little kids who think Santa's
watching.
I went off to explore my first Chinese
bathroom. What high adventure. It was,
like everything else, immaculate, with
shining tile, no mirror and pink toilet
paper. No one else seemed to care when
I came careening out with the news.
Most people are understandably indif
ferent to trains, but Chinese trains are
something to get excited about. They're
perfect. A finished fantasy. For one
tiling, they're punctual; for another,
they're silent (except for intermittent
blasts of martial music); for another,
they're gorgeous. The seats are covered
with crisp white-lace antimacassars, the
windows with white-lace curtains, and
potted plants perch on each table, where
jasmine tea is served in flowered porcelain
mugs. And the cars are air conditioned.
The countryside slides smoothly by in
symmetrical shades of green an abrupt
change from the other side of the border.
Gone is the garbage from the water; left
behind is the litter on the streets. Every
arable inch of land is cultivated plant
ed with trees or rice by people working
here and there in what seems a most se
rene and pastoral landscape.
The Chinese are lined up five deep
outside the Canton station to watch the
Foreign Devils being disgorged. There
are flowers at the station, in old ornate
pots and in trim, modest gardens. Touches
like that continued to turn up every
where, and I was always surprised and
impressed by the apparent anomaly of at
tempts at beautification in a struggling
revolutionary society.
I found Canton, as I was to find most
other Chinese cities we saw, spotless and
(continued on page 150)
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cific issues; they went into discrimination,
player contracts, the option clause, the
PlayersAssociation, television just about
everything they could think of. And
after a year and a half, the indict
ment was dismissed in May '72 and
nothing more has been heard of it. But
no one in the Government ever came out
and said, "We've looked into this thor
oughly and we find no cause for action
against the N. F. L." So we came out with
a statement; at a press conference, I
noted that the grand jury had been dis
missed and that, in our opinion, nothing
had come of its investigation. I had to
gamble a little in saying that, because no
one had officially cleared us and this is
what I felt was so wrong. I should also
point out that we were never told why we
were being investigated. Our attorneys
found that rather strange, but other than
defending ourselves against the various
issues raised, there was no other action we
could take.
PLAYBOY: One of the other issues dis
cussed at those hearings was the N. F. L.'s
salary structure. Most players testified
that they were underpaid in relation to
team profits. Is that still a bone of conten
tion between players and team owners?
ROZELLE: Yes, it is. I think the answer to
player salary disputes is simply to see if
labor is getting a fair shake. During
the negotiations that preceded the last
N. F. L. labor contract, the players and
owners jointly commissioned the Arthur
Andersen accounting firm to survey the
individual club finances of all the league's
teams. After first standardizing the
clubs'
various accounting procedures, informa
tion was developed regarding profits and
other significant financial factors. It
turned out that the average pretax team
profit was $452,000. The players didn't
want to accept that figure at least their
leadership didn't because it meant
there wasn't that much money available
for them to ask for. In effect, they were
saying that even though the accounting
firm they'd helped hire had looked into
the matter, the owners were somehow still
able to cover up their profits.
PLAYBOY: That figure of 452,000 was for
the 1969 season. Since then, attendance,
ticket prices, television revenues and
even stadium seating capacities have in
creased substantially, so average N. F. L.
team profits should be much higher by
now. In fact, couldn't they easily be twice
or three times the 1969 figure?
ROZELLE: I honestly don't know. I do know
that income's gone up; but so have ex
penses. In what proportion to each other,
I can't say.
PLAYBOY: Not even to the extent of being
able to give us a general indication of
N. F. L. profit pictures?
ROZELLE: I don't have the profit pictures
of the clubs, except for those required by
the SEC to make annual public disclo
sures. Green Bay, for example, showed a
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